The place of screening in the management of abdominal aortic aneurysm.
The present method of management of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms (AAA) is ineffective in preventing AAA rupture. 5000 people still die of AAA in the UK each year. Improvements in surgery can only reduce the mortality in the minority who reach hospital following chance detection, and then only by a few percent. Screening, with detection in the community and planned treatment can reduce the mortality of the disease by 58%. Screening programmes for AAA have recently been approved for men aged 65 years, in both the UK and the USA. The proposed UK National Screening Programme is outlined briefly. If the aim of treatment is to reduce the mortality of the disease as a whole, resources would be better spent on screening programmes for AAA, rather than developing increasingly sophisticated operative techniques that could only reduce the overall death from AAA by a few percent.